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Abstract—Recently a new type of wind generator concept
known as a slip-synchronous permanent magnet generator was
proposed. This is a gearless direct-drive generator which also
connects directly to the grid, thus omitting the need for a power
electronic converter. This generator consists of two machine units,
a directly grid connected generator operating at synchronous
speed and a directly turbine connected short-circuited generator
unit. With the theory of designing the grid-connected permanent
magnet generator unit well known, the focus in this study is on
the identification and finite element design of the optimum turbine
connected generator unit. Several different slip permanent magnet
generator technologies are evaluated and a number of interesting
novel concepts are introduced. These different generator units are
optimised by means of finite element analysis for minimum mass,
and very good results are obtained. The finite element results are
verified by means of practical measurements.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The slip-synchronous permanent magnet generator (SSPMG) concept is based upon a permanent magnet induction
generator (PMIG), proposed in literature for the first time in
1926 by [1]. Several other studies have been launched since,
as reported in [2]–[8]. The PMIG makes use of a second freely
rotating permanent magnet (PM) rotor integrated within an
induction machine as shown in Fig. 1(a). The PM-rotor supplies
the magnetic flux within the machine and induces a voltage in
the stator winding as shown in the equivalent circuit of Fig.
1(b). This, in principle, reduces the magnetizing current and
improves the power factor of the machine.
The SS-PMG wind generator concept is introduced in [9]
for the first time. This generator as shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b)
consists of two PM machine units. It differs from the conventional PMIG system due to the fact that the two machine units
are magnetically separated. The only linkage between the two
units is the mechanical link through the common PM-rotor. The
one generator unit is a normal permanent magnet synchronous
generator (PMSG) with its stationary stator connected to the
grid. The other generator unit, known as a slip permanent
magnet generator (slip-PMG), operates on a principle similar
to that of an induction generator with its short-circuited rotor
connected to the turbine. This short-circuited rotor runs at slip
speed with respect to the synchronously rotating PM-rotor.
The optimum design of the PMSG is well known as discussed in for example [10]. Apart from the SS-PMG system
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there are also other proposals which have been made in literature where PM wind generators are directly connected to the
grid as for example in [11]–[13]. However, not so well known is
how to set up the design criteria and obtain the optimum design
of the slip-PMG unit. The novel SS-PMG concept proposed
in [9] alleviates many of the constructional issues previously
associated with PMIG type of systems. However, with the
SS-PMG consisting of two direct-drive PM generators, a big
question is the extra mass added to the design. Also, due
to the volatility of PM material prices, the increase in PM
mass can be considered as a potential drawback. The main
aim in this paper is to reduce the mass of the slip-PMG unit
without making the SS-PMG significantly more complex. With
a clear design criteria lacking for the slip-PMG, this aspect
is addressed in this paper by determining the most important
performance constraints and to achieve the optimum design by
evaluating several different slip-PMG concepts on the basis of
active mass, PM content and manufacturability.
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Fig. 1: (a) Conventional PMIG configuration with the PM-rotor between the
cage-rotor and stator and (b) the PMIG equivalent circuit.

II. D IFFERENT SLIP -PMG T ECHNOLOGIES
In this paper five different slip-PMG machine configurations
are investigated where as in [9] only non overlap single layer
(SL) and double layer (DL) winding slip-PMGs are investigated
to some extent. Example structures of these two slip-PMGs are
shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b) respectively. The DL winding is
shown in [9] to perform better than the SL winding, but the
DL slip-PMG is very difficult to manufacture. In this paper the
SL winding is again considered due to its extremely simple
construction. However, for the DL winding a slight modification is made. Instead of connecting the two adjacent non
overlap coils in series, each coil is short-circuited individually.
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problem of adequately fixing the bars to the end-rings. The barend-ring connection is extremely important and if the contact
resistance becomes too large the torque performance of the
machine is significantly reduced. For this reason the brushlessDC concept is also proposed as an axial flux machine as shown
in Fig. 3(e). For an axial flux slip-PMG the cage can easily be
manufactured as one solid piece. The solid cage can then be
fixed to a solid steel disk, which acts as the slip-rotor yoke. In
this case there is no contact resistance in the electrical circuit.
Furthermore the manufacturing of the brushless-DC slip-PMG
becomes much more realistic and in this case it is also possible
to utilise a large part of the construction mass as part of the
active mass in a typical wind generator topology. However, in
this case single-rotor axial flux PM machines are known to have
exceptionally large attraction forces between the PM-rotor and
the slip-rotor.
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Fig. 2: (a) Cross section diagram, (b) example and (c) equivalent circuit of a
new concept SS-PMG [9].

Against the contrary this alteration leads to a slight increase in
the performance of the DL winding slip-PMG. More important,
however, is the reduction in mechanical complexity.
To improve the torque performance of the slip-PMG a
conventional 3-phase overlap cage winding as shown in Fig.
3(c) is investigated. The use of overlap cage windings, however,
leads to a large torque ripple. An interesting observation was
made with the evaluation of overlap cage winding slip-PMGs,
that if the number of slots per pole is increased the torque
ripple decreases accordingly. Also observed was that the current
induced in each bar mimics the working of a brushless-DC
machine as is shown and explained later in this paper. An
example of such a machine structure is shown in Fig. 3(d).
The slot size of the brushless-DC slip-PMG as shown in the
structure of Fig. 3(d) grows extremely small due to the large
amount of slots. The smaller the slot size becomes, the more
difficult it becomes to manufacture the machine, due to the

(e)

Fig. 3: (a) SL, (b) DL non overlap, (c) 3-phase overlap, (d) radial-flux
brushless-DC and (e) axial-flux brushless-DC slip-PMG configurations.

III. S LIP -PMG MODELLING
Two types of modelling are done for the slip-PMGs. The
induced rotor bar currents of some of the slip-PMGs (DL and
SL non overlap) are sinusoidal and these machines can be
modelled in the dq-reference frame. However, for the brushlessDC slip-PMGs the current waveforms induced in the bars
are trapezoidal or quasi-square-wave in nature. A flat topped
DC magnitude is observed which corresponds to the magnet
pitch (σm ). Due to this flat current profile, the bar current is
considered as a DC quantity during conduction which simplifies
the modelling significantly.
A. DQ-Equivalent circuit modelling
From Fig. 4(a) the steady state dq-equations of the short
circuited slip-PMG unit, with positive current taken as flowing
out and Idr and Iqr the dq-currents, are given by
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Fig. 4: (a) DQ-equivalent modelling and vector diagram and (b) brushless-DC
modelling used to calculate the bar currents of the slip-PMG.

and
0 = −Rr Id + ωsl (Lq + Le )Iq

(2)

respectively where ωsl is the electrical slip speed equal to ωsl =
ωt −ωs , with ωt the electrical turbine speed and ωs = 2πfs , the
electrical speed of the common PM-rotor. The dq-inductances
in (1), (2) and Fig. 4(a), with λd , λq and λm indicating the dq
and PM flux linkages respectively, are defined as
λq
Lq =
;
−Iq

λd − λm
Ld =
.
−Id

(3)

The per phase end-winding inductance is indicated by Le in
(1), (2) and Fig. 4(a) and can either be calculated by analytical
methods or FE-analysis as discussed in [14]. The general
relations of current and copper losses are given by (4) - (6)
as
 


√
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By substituting (9) and (10) in (7) the following expression for
Tr in terms of ωsl is obtained as
#
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However, finding the derivative of (11) is a complex mathematical exercise. Observing (7) and knowing that Ld ≈ Lq for the
machines considered, it can be concluded that the maximum
torque is dominated by the term λm Iq . It would be much easier
to find ωsl where Iq is at a maximum. With Iq as given in (10)
0=

dIq
2
= Rr2 − ωsl
(Ld + Le )(Lq + Le )
dωsl

(12)

and finally
ωb ≈ p

Rr
.
(Ld + Le )(Lq + Le )

(13)

The value for the breakdown slip speed, ωb , calculated in (13)
can now be used in (11) to calculate Tb . It is also shown in the
results section of this paper that for these machines the torque
curve has a very flat profile in the region of the breakdown
torque. The calculated value of ωb in (13) should, thus, be
sufficient as slight variations in ωsl will not influence the torque
result significantly in the region of the breakdown torque.
B. Brushless-DC Modelling

(6)

with Pcu the copper loss, Rr the per phase bar resistance and
αr the current angle. The developed torque of the slip-PMG is
expressed as
Tr =

2
ωsl
λm (Lq + Le )
2 (L + L )(L + L )
Rr2 + ωsl
d
e
q
e

(7)

For the brushless-DC machine, with the voltage waveform
known to be square wave in nature, the flux waveform will be
a triangular waveform. With each individual bar corresponding
to one phase per pole section the parameters can be calculated
per bar. Thus, with
dφr (t)
∆λ
=
(14)
dt
∆t
and with the peak flux linkage λr known and by observing the
first quarter period of the flux waveform with ∆t = 41 Tsl , Er
can be calculated from (15) as
Er = Nr

(8)

where the subscript “m” in (8) donates mechanical speed and
Pt and Pr respectively indicates the mechanical turbine input
and the output power of the slip-PMG.
Another very important parameter in the design of the slipPMG is the breakdown torque (Tb ). However, calculating this
parameter accurately is difficult. To get an indication of the
value of this parameter ωsl needs to be calculated where the

Er =

p
λr ωslm = Kr ωslm ,
π

with

ωslm =

4π
fsl (15)
p

and with the armature reaction ignored and constant flux
provided by the permanent magnets. The subscript “m” also
donates mechanical speed in this case, fsl is the electrical slip
frequency and Kr is the machine constant.
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From the equivalent circuit for the brushless-DC slip-PMG
as shown in Fig. 4(b), the induced current of the machine can
be calculated as in (16) with
Ir =

Er
Rr

(16)

with the bar resistance, Rr , calculated analytically from the
given slot and end-ring dimensions. With Ir known the developed torque of the brushless-DC slip-PMG can be calculated
for low slip values as
Tr = Kr Ir a

with

a = S × σm .

(17)

The variable a in (17) indicates the effective number of bars
active at any given time instance and is given as a function
of the magnet pitch (σm ) and the total number of slots (S) of
the slip-rotor. With the brushless-DC slip-PMG known to have
a very good torque performance the breakdown torque (Tb ) is
approximated with a per phase equivalent approach. For higher
slip values, if the torque per bar is given as
Tr =

Ir2 Rr
ωslm

(20)

To obtain the maximum torque, ωslm needs to be calculated
where the derivative of (20) is equal to zero. Thus, with
0=

2
dTr
p
= −Rr2 + ( Lr ωslm )
dωslm
2

(21)

the mechanical slip speed where the maximum torque occurs,
ωbm , is given as
2 Rr
ωbm ≈
.
(22)
p Lr
By substituting (22) in (20) the breakdown torque (Tb ) can
finally be approximated as
Tb ≈

Kr2 a
.
pLr

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5: FE-models and field plots (a) DL non overlap, (b) brushless-DC and
(c) 3-phase overlap slip-PMG configurations.

(18)

and with the voltage per bar as given in (15) the bar current
can be written as
Kr ωslm
.
(19)
Ir = q
2
Rr2 + ( p2 Lr ωslm )
By substituting (19) in (18), the torque is also given as
ωslm
Tr = Kr2 Rr
2.
Rr2 + ( p2 Lr ωslm )

(a)

(23)

The inductance specified by Lr includes the end-winding
inductance as calculated analytically in [14].
C. FE Simulation Procedure
Due to the very large amount of optimisation results required
for this study, it is beneficial that the solving time be reduced.
Instead of using transient FE analysis that takes time, a number
of non-linear static FE solutions are used in combination with
the equations given above to simulate the state of the slipPMG. The performance is calculated at a specified slip point

in all cases. For both the machine types analysed, with dqanalysis, and brushless-DC modelling, a minimum of three
static FE solutions are required to simulate the performance
of the machine at a specific slip operating point. Fig. 5 shows
the FE models and field plots of three of the different slip-PMG
configurations, as discussed in Section II.
1) FE combined with dq-modelling: For the slip-PMGs
modelled by means of dq-equivalent modelling the same FE
modelling procedure as thoroughly explained in [9] is used. A
minimum of three static FE simulations are required to obtain
the operating point and the performance of the machine at this
point. The abc-flux linkages λabc are obtained at each static
FE iteration. These flux linkages are transformed to the dq
reference frame and are then used to solve (1)-(13) to obtain
the operating point and performance of the machine. Due to
Ld and Lq being dependent on the load point of the machine
as shown in [9], better accuracy can be obtained by repeating
the three static FE simulations at the value calculated for ωb .
2) FE combined with brushless-DC modelling: To solve
(15)-(23) for the brushless-DC machines the magnitude of the
machine constant Kr is needed to calculated the flat topped DC
quantity for Er as in (15). By running one FE-simulation the
peak flux linkage, λr , can be obtained and Kr can be calculated
and (15)-(23) can be solved. However, especially for lower
values of σm there is a dead band in the voltage waveform
and a flat top in the flux linkage waveform, which influences
the accuracy of the voltage calculation in (15). It would be
better only to make use of the linear region of the flux linkage
waveform, thus, by rather using two static FE simulations, two
points, (t1 , λr1 ) and (t2 , λr2 ), can be obtained on the linear
line which corresponds to the flat topped voltage waveform.
Er can now be calculated from (14), with ∆λ = λr2 − λr1
and ∆t = t2 − t1 , with the time steps calculated as t = θe /ωs l
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TABLE I: Design constraints of the slip-PMG.

where θe is the electrical angle. With Er known Kr can be
calculated from (15) and finally (16) and (17) can be solved.
To calculate the breakdown torque of the brushless-DC
machine, the total bar inductance, Lr , is needed. This value is
calculated by exciting a amount of cage-rotor bars with rated
current as calculated in (16) to take the mutual phase crosscoupling into account. The inductance can then be calculated
as
λr
+ Le
(24)
Lr =
Ir

Parameter
Rated torque (Tr ), Nm
Rated slip (sr ), pu
Breakdown torque (Tb ), pu
No load torque ripple (∆τN L ), %
Full load torque ripple (∆τL ), %
Synchronous speed (ns ), r.min−1
Electrical output power (Ps ), kW
Maximum outside diameter (Do ), mm

TABLE II: Optimisation results of the SL and DL non overlap slip-PMGs.
Non overlap-SL
Non overlap-DL
Al
Cu
Al
Cu

where λr is the flux linkage per bar. With Lr known (22) and
(23) can be solved for ωbm and Tb .

Tb , pu
∆τN L , %
∆τL , %
l, mm
Di , mm
MP M , kg
Mcond , kg
MF e , kg
MT ot , kg

IV. D ESIGN O PTIMISATION
The design optimisation is done by means of the Visual
Doc optimisation suite. As in [9] the optimisation algorithm
is coupled with the static FE-modelling methods as discussed
above in Section III.

B. Optimisation Results
The optimisation results for the five different slip-PMG
topologies as shown in Fig. 3 are given in Table II for the
SL and DL slip-PMGs and Table III for the 3-phase overlap

2.00
2.54
3.12
131.8
579.0
5.57
12.2
43.0
60.7

2.02
1.43
3.91
124.7
593.0
5.08
21.5
34.5
61.1
Notes:

Non overlap-SL
Extremely simple construction.
Easy use of Aluminium. No
contact resistance. High mass
and PM content. Long stack
length might be a problem.

A. Optimisation Constraints and Methodology
All five of the machine structures discussed in Section II are
optimised subject to certain design constraints for minimum
active mass. These constraints are shown in Table I. The
slip-PMG design is based upon a case study of a specific
turbine configuration as discussed in [15]. The rated torque, Tr ,
corresponds to the torque value on the turbine curve at the rated
power (Pr ) and speed (ns ) as shown in Table I. For each of the
optimised slip-PMGs the rated slip of sr = 0.03 pu corresponds
to an efficiency from (8) of 97 %. With the same PMSG unit
currently being used as in [9] which has an efficiency of about
94 %, the total system efficiency is just over 91 %, which
compares well with other wind turbine drive train topologies
currently in use. In order to allow for stable operation of the
directly grid-connected SS-PMG, previous practical iterations
and dynamic studies seem to indicate a no-load cogging torque
(∆τN L ) of not more than 2.5 % and a load torque ripple (∆τL )
of not more than 4 %.
Although a minimum active mass for the slip-PMG is
important to limit the mass footprint of adding a second PM
generator to the design, manufacturing cost is also important.
With the price of rare earth PMs currently very volatile such
a design optimisation where cost is taken into account makes
sense. However, due to the different construction methods and
manual labour requirements for the different slip-PMGs adding
a cost to these different machines is difficult. To allow for some
sort of cost optimisation, the slip-PMGs are also optimised
by putting different constraints on the amount of PM material
that may be utilised. Also with Aluminium much cheaper than
Copper, both Aluminium and Copper are considered for the
conductor material.

Value
1000
0.03
≥ 2.0
≤ 2.5
≤ 4.0
150
15
655

2.01
1.65
1.18
107.1
562.0
5.62
12.5
38.3
56.3

2.11
1.94
1.82
90.50
578.0
4.48
23.2
33.1
60.8

Non overlap-DL
Easy construction. Easy use
of Aluminium. No contact
resistance. High mass and
PM content, but lower
than SL.

TABLE III: Optimisation results of the 3-phase overlap and brushless-DC slipPMGs.
Overlap
3-phase
Al
Cu
Tb , pu
∆τN L , %
∆τL , %
l, mm
Di , mm
MP M , kg
Mcond , kg
MF e , kg
MT ot , kg

2.02
5.56
10.78
82.0
565.0
3.53
8.99
28.18
40.70

Overlap 3-phase
Moderate to difficult
construction. Possible
Aluminium casting.
Contact resistance a
problem. Medium to
low mass and low PM
content. High torque
ripple.

2.02
3.76
9.94
66.5
577.0
3.43
17.05
20.14
40.62

Brushless-DC
radial Flux
Al
Cu

2.03
2.40
1.64
1.97
0.44
0.71
62.5
55.0
570.0 580.6
3.53
3.51
7.22
12.38
22.25 15.98
33.0
31.87
Notes:
Brushless-DC-radial
Very difficult construction. Aluminium
use might be difficult.
Contact resistance a
problem. Low mass and
PM content. Low torque
ripple.

Brushless-DC
axial Flux
Al
Cu
2.10
1.33
2.28
55.5
490.0
3.62
10.16
14.97
28.76

2.39
0.93
2.61
44.6
533.2
3.49
16.34
6.97
26.80

Brushless-DC-axial
Moderate to easy
construction. Easy
use of Aluminium.
No contact resistance.
Very low mass and
PM content. Large
attraction forces.

and radial and axial flux brushless-DC slip-PMGs. The two
dimensions given are the axial stack length (l) and the inside
diameter (Di ) of the machine. The mass quantities shown are
the PM mass (MP M ), conductor mass (MC ), steel mass (MF e )
and the total active mass (MT ot ). The different slip-PMG
configurations are also evaluated regarding the complexity and
ease of construction.
As far as possible the aim was to keep the PM content the
same for all the machine configurations in order to have a more
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lowest mass slip-PMG yields a total mass increase of 1.12 pu.
From an overall mass perspective it would not make much
difference which of the slip-PMG configurations are selected.
The decision will mostly be governed by cost. Cost, however,
is difficult to fix due to the volatility of raw material prices
especially regarding the rare-earth PM materials. Furthermore,
the construction methods can also largely influence the cost,
with the non overlap machines much cheaper to manufacture
than the rest. Also the manufacturing methods for Aluminium
and Copper are not always the same with the manufacturing
methods used for Copper more expensive in some cases.

Total active mass (kg)

70
60
50
40
30
20
2

3

4
Magnet mass (kg)

5

6

Cu SL
Cu DL
Cu BDC Rad
Al BDC Rad
Cu BDC Ax
Al BDC Ax
Fig. 6: Active mass versus PM mass for the non overlap SL and DL and the
brushless-DC (BDC) radial (rad) flux and axial (ax) flux slip-PMGs.
3000
Torque (Nm)

valid comparison of the active mass. This is true for the results
shown in Table III, but for the non overlap winding machines
a much higher PM content is needed. The relationship between
MT ot and MP M are shown in Fig. 6. The mass results shown
are for the SL and DL non overlap slip-PMGs using Copper as
a conductor, and for the brushless-DC radial and axial flux
configurations with both Copper and Aluminium used as a
conductor. The values for MP M shown in Table II for the
SL and DL slip-PMGs are the lowest PM margin which can
be specified for these machines as also shown in Fig. 6, while
still complying with the constraints given in Table I. For the
brushless-DC machines an optimum of more or less MP M =
3.5 kg is found. Specifying a higher PM mass does not lead to
a significant decrease in active mass.
From Tables II and III it is clear that the brushless-DC slipPMG configurations yields a much lower active mass and lower
PM content due to the much better torque performance of these
winding types. This is especially true for the axial flux machine
where parts of the construction mass and active mass can be
combined as mentioned.
Furthermore surprising results are obtained when optimisations are done for different conductor materials specified. The
use of Copper instead of Aluminium as conductor material
does not necessarily lead to a significantly better performance
regarding active mass. Furthermore the Aluminium machines
have a much lower value for MC and it should also be noted
that Aluminium is about four to five times cheaper than Copper.
It is true that the Aluminium machines have a higher value for
MF e , but steel is even cheaper than Aluminium. Thus, for the
same PM mass the Aluminium machines are much cheaper per
kilogram than the Copper machines. An advantage of the Copper machines, however, is that a slightly lower PM mass can
be specified. This is also shown in Fig. 6 where the minimum
PM mass shown for all the graphs is also the minimum PM
mass where the machines still comply with the specifications
of Table I. The Copper machines yield a lower minimum PM
mass due to the fact that the Aluminium machines have a larger
steel volume which increases the per phase inductance which
in turn influences the value for the maximum torque as shown
in (11) and (23). The relationship between the inside diameter,
Di , and the average and breakdown torque is shown in Fig. 7.
Although the optimisation results for minimum active mass
in Tables II and III indicate substantial per unit differences
between the different configurations it should be noted that
the mass decrease for the whole SS-PMG wind turbine system
will be significantly different. Thus, for a case study and initial
evaluation the PMSG and wind turbine system as discussed in
[9], [10], [15] is used. For this SS-PMG wind turbine system
the total tower top mass if only the PMSG is included, is
measured at about 500 kg. For all the slip-PMG configurations
in Tables II and III the same construction mass of more or less
40 kg needs to be added. To put the mass results of Tables II
and III in perspective the total SS-PMG tower top mass, MT op ,
is estimated as MT op = 500 + 40 + MT ot kg. Thus, the highest
mass slip-PMG yields a total mass increase of 1.2 pu while the

2000

1000

0
560

570
580
590
600
Inside diameter (mm)
Breakdown torque
Average torque

Fig. 7: Average and breakdown torque versus inside diameter for the DL slipPMG.

V. S IMULATION R ESULTS
For the practical evaluation three prototype slip-PMG configurations are considered. The simulation results for only these
three machines are shown as these are the only slip-PMG configurations which were manufactured and practically evaluated.
These three configurations are the non overlap DL and SL slipPMGs shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b) repectively and the brushlessDC slip-PMG as shown in Fig. 3(d). The prototype machines
are shown in Fig. 8 for the SL, DL and brushless-DC slipPMGs respectively. It should be noted that these machines are
not optimum designed slip-PMG configurations as in Tables
II and III. The machines in this section are merely used to
validate the operating principles of the various technologies and
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of the SL slip-PMG is shown and also the FE-simulated load
torque ripple of the DL non overlap slip-PMG. Fig. 11 shows
the FE simulated and measured cogging torque and also the
FE simulated load torque ripple of the brushless-DC slipPMG. This clearly indicates the very low torque ripple of the
brushless-DC winding. Fig. 12 shows the sinusoidal induced
current per bar coil of the SL slip-PMG and the quasi-square
current waveform of the brushless-DC slip-PMG simulated by
means of FE. The measured grid voltage and current of the
prototype SS-PMG system connected directly to the grid at
almost full load is shown in Fig. 13.

Torque (Nm)

3000
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1000

0
0.12

0.24
0.36
Slip (pu)
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also to verify the FE results. The DL slip-PMG makes uses of
a wounded slip-rotor due to the difficulty of connecting the
two adjacent solid bar-coils in series. To test the performance
of the new novel DL concept as discussed in this paper, the
series connections in Fig. 8(b) are removed and each coil is
short-circuited individually. The SL machine is a very simple
unoptimised structure which fits within the dimensions of the
DL machine in Fig. 8(b) and makes use of solid bar-coils as
shown in Fig. 8(a).
Due to the difficulty of fixing the very thin bars of the
brushless-DC slip-PMG to the end-rings and the problem of
contact resistance, a different approach is followed for the
construction of this machine. In this case each bar is an
individually short-circuited coil with the current return path
underneath the stack as shown in Fig. 8(c). These solid bar
coils are cut from very thin sheets of Aluminium. The coils are
shifted into position through a central opening in the lamination
stack which is filled up after all the other coils are in position.
Although this is not an optimum solution due to the very
long current path and, thus, high resistance, this prototype is
sufficient to validate the concept of a brushless-DC slip-PMG.
Fig. 9 shows the torque versus slip profiles of the three
different non overlap slip-PMG prototypes and the brushlessDC slip-PMG. The DL winding machines have a much higher
breakdown torque value than the SL winding slip-PMG in this
case. Also the slightly better performance of the new concept
DL winding machine (DL2) is clearly seen as opposed to the
conventional DL winding (DL1). The breakdown torque of the
prototype brushless-DC machine on the other hand is more than
double that of the DL2 winding slip-PMG. What is interesting
is that in this case all three slip-PMGs have more or less a
similar mass and PM content. It is, thus, evident that for the
same active and PM mass the brushless-DC-machine has a
much better torque performance.
In Fig. 10 the measured and FE-simulated cogging torque
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Fig. 10: Measured and FE calculated no-load (NL) cogging torque for the SL
and FE calculated full-load (FL) torque ripple for the DL versus electrical
angle of the prototype non overlap slip-PMGs.
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VI. C ONCLUSION
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Fig. 8: (a) SL non overlap, (b) DL non overlap, (c) brushless-DC slip-PMG
prototype slip-rotors and (d) thin solid bar-coils being shifted into position for
the brushless-DC slip-PMG.

In this paper it is shown that the active mass of the slipPMG unit in a SS-PMG can be minimised significantly. Several
new slip-PMG concepts are evaluated. Especially for the novel
brushless-DC winding slip-PMG a significant reduction in
active and PM mass as opposed to the non overlap winding configurations is possible. Furthermore it is shown that aluminium
can be used instead of copper without significantly increasing
the mass of the slip-PMG for the same performance. The use
of aluminium can lead to a significant reduction in the cost
of the machine. However, construction, especially regarding
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Fig. 11: Measured and FE calculated no-load (NL) and FE calculated full-load
(FL) torque ripple for the brushless-DC prototype slip-PMG versus electrical
angle.
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the fixing of the bars to the end-rings, poses a significant
challenge for the brushless-DC slip-PMG. Other brushless-DC
concepts like for instance the axial-flux configuration are, thus,
evaluated to reduce the complexity of fixing the bars to the endrings. The axial flux machine yields an especially low active
mass due to the fact that some of the construction and active
parts of the machine can be integrated. However, the large
attraction forces associated with this machine is a problem. The
conventional 3-phase overlap winding also shows promising
results for the active mass reduction and torque performance,
but torque ripple is still a question in this regard. Construction
wise the non overlap winding machine types are by far the
easiest to manufacture. Although the active masses of the non
overlap winding PM machines are much higher than those of
the brushless-DC machines, the total tower top mass increase
ranges from 1.12 pu for the lightest slip-PMG configuration to
1.2 pu for the heaviest slip-PMG configuration. From an overall
mass perspective active mass is, thus, not that critical in the
choice of slip-PMG configuration. However, the brushless-DC
type machine can be optimised to use a much lower amount of
PM material. With rare earth PMs very expensive and due to
the volatility of the PM price, the eventual choice of slip-PMG
will be determined by the PM cost of the day versus the cost
and methods of manufacturing available.
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